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The Way into Jewish Mystical Tradition
Reverence -- Inheritance -- Responsibility -- Connection.

The Book of Miracles
Elie Wiesel is a master storyteller with the ability to use storytelling as a form of activism. From his landmark memoir Night
to his novels and numerous retellings of Hasidic legends, Wiesel’s literature emphasizes storytelling, and he frequently
refers to himself as a storyteller rather than an author or historian. In this work, essays examine Wiesel’s roots in Jewish
storytelling traditions; influences from religious, folk, and secular sources; education; Yiddish background; Holocaust
experience; and writing style. Emphasized throughout is Wiesel’s use of multiple sources in an effort to reach diverse
audiences.

The Light and Fire of the Baal Shem Tov
The storytellers represented in Chosen Tales are among the most active and talented Jewish storytellers in the world. This
extraordinary collection of 68 stories is, in a way, a Jewish storytelling festival, where storytellers gather to share stories,
hear each other's stories, and get to know each other better through the stories that are told. Come and experience the
magic of the oral tradition. Read and retell these stories again and again so that you too can shape the destiny of the
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timeless tradition of Jewish storytelling.

Journeys to a Jewish Life
An accessible introduction to the concepts of Jewish mysticism and how they relate to our lives. Allows us to experience
mysticism's inexpressible reverence before the mystery of creation and celebrate the quest to transform ordinary reality
into holiness.

Storytelling and Spirituality in Judaism
Peninnah Schram, widely regarded as one of the great Jewish storytellers of our generation, has collected and retold sixtyfour delightful Jewish folktales to create Jewish Stories One Generation Tells Another. Ms. Schram, who believes that stories
form "the link between the generations," helps forge that link with this book, ensuring that these stories will continue to live
and breathe in the modern world. The life force animating these tales is almost tangible. The printed words seem to vibrate,
as if the author possessed the voices of various tellers and lent their lilting tones and ripe inflections to the printed page.
Furthermore, the laughter, sobs, and delighted cries of countless listeners also echo in these pages. Schram, who has
written a thoughtful, informative introduction for each story, demonstrates on every page her belief that the stories
"connect to our lives." And when the lifelike characters woven into Schram's magic tapestry suffer or enjoy the fates they
most deserve, we rejoice, secure in their storybook world?a world where justice, however incomprehensible, is always done,
and where we attain happiness by living in accordance with Jewish law and in harmony with the world's natural order.
Jewish Stories One Generation Tells Another abounds in a gentle wisdom that presses itself upon our complex and often selfcontradictory lives, infusing us with patience, tolerance, and hope. We identify with the kings and princes, fools and
beggars, heroes and leaders, villains and witches of yesteryear because, though our lives are vastly different from theirs,
we share their moral choices and experience their dilemmas. Schram joins Jewish storytellers throughout the ages, linking
past to present and preserving an invaluable legacy for generations yet unborn.

Jews and Christians
In a book targeted to Christians, Rabbi Kushner explores Jewish spirituality and mysticism and explains some of the
essential differences between Judaism and Christianity.

Jewish Stories from Heaven and Earth
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What is a "holy woman," or a holy man for that matter? According to the Jewish mystics, a holy person is someone who has
not lost the holiness that every baby is born with. A holy person is someone who fulfills it. Stories about Jewish holy women
have rarely been collected in such an engaging and entertaining form. The tales display a specifically female Jewish
spirituality, giving us a peek into a world of devotional beauty that focuses on kindness. These stories of laughter and tears,
humility and bravery, striving and trance, have an appeal spanning the denominational spectrum: they are spiritual
nourishment for the soul. The rabbis say there are both male and female angels and angels are on earth as well as in
heaven. These tales enhance our appreciation of the female angels on earth.

Early Christian and Jewish Narrative
Story Tour: The Journey Begins is a book filled with short stories of faith from the Story Tour. Stories have touched the
hearts, minds and souls of people since the beginning of time. A holy man once said, "I came to teach you Scriptures but
you understood it not, therefore I will tell you stories." Spiritual storytelling always has an underlying purpose, which is to
inspire people with faith and communicate wisdom and values. Storytelling is an ancient art. The storyteller's stories passed
down lessons of faith, history and language from one generation to another. The mystery, magic and excitement of spiritual
stories stimulate the listener and encourage critical thinking skills. Spiritual stories better explain holidays, ethics, history
and the lifecycle while creating an atmosphere to strengthen spiritual identity. Spiritual Stories and storytelling play an
important role in most if not all spiritual traditions, religions and cultures. The spiritual wisdom of our ancestors was shared
by the storyteller from generation to generation.

A Kabbalah of Food
What is reality? Is reality both mind and matter, body and soul, as taught by Western religions such as Judaism, Christianity,
and Islam? This is dualism, the approach of philosophers from Plato to Descartes. Or is reality only matter, as taught by
many modern scientists and philosophers? This is materialism, the approach of philosophers from Hobbes to Marx. Or is
reality only mind, as taught by Eastern religions and Western mystics. This is the approach of philosophers from Berkeley to
Whitehead. The beginning of Genesis allows for multiple translations and interpretations. We will read the creation story in
Genesis from the point of view of each of these three approaches--dualism, materialism, and idealism. In doing so, we will
tell three very different creation stories. These stories will take us on a fascinating journey through science, philosophy, and
religion. Join us on this journey as we explore issues such as does God perform miracles, why is there evil in the universe,
was Darwin correct, can robots have souls, and if light is a wave, what is waving?

Short Stories by Jesus
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In this powerful book, Carol Ochs shows us how to develop apersonal theology by examining our life stories, learning
torecognize God at work in them, and bringing them into conversationwith Torah. Using timeless biblical texts as lenses to
see thepresent, she helps us understand who we are and who God is for usby exploring the tightly interwoven basic
elements of ourlives--our love, suffering, work, bodies, prayer, community, andexperiences of death. Through the process of
seeing our experiences in relation toBiblical stories, we begin to recognize our lives as part of theongoing story of the Jewish
people--as Torah. This insight allowsus to see these experiences as meaningful, not accidental, andopens us to recognizing
God's power in and through all that happensto us. Rather than a collection of random events, our lives arepart of the Jewish
people's ongoing adventure. Armed with ourpersonally shaped theology, we can face this adventure of living inthe
vanguard of history with awareness and confidence.

Elie Wiesel and the Art of Storytelling
What does it mean to be Jewish? What are the struggles and joys Jewish people face? Through personal memoirs, inspiring
fictions, and moving fables, this collection of ancient and contemporary stories provides a sparkling glimpse into the Jewish
spirit that has been "dancing on the edge of the world" for two thousand years.

The Bonding of Isaac
Rabbi Shlomo Carlebach was one of the most original and inspired Jewish personalities of the twentieth century. In this
incredible volume, Yitta Halberstam Mandelbaum, a devoted student of Reb Shlomo, gathers dozens of stories about this
charismatic, loving Jewish leader. The episodes retold here by Reb Shlomo's followers and admirers underscore his unfailing
generosity, his capacity to love unconditionally, and his desire to reconnect every Jew with his or her heritage. As a whole,
the collection reveals how many individuals were touched by Reb Shlomo, and serves as a moving tribute to the man many
consider a tzaddik (righteous one).

Story Tour
This fascinating volume offers bold new insights into what it means to be a Christian or a Jew. We are Christians or Jews,
Michael Goldberg maintains, not principally because we embrace different creeds, but because we have gained an
understanding of the world from one of two distinct master stories - for Jews, the Exodus; for Christians, the life, death, and
resurrection of Jesus. The author demonstrates what each master story ultimately reveals about who God is, what humanity
is, and how humanity should therefore act in God's world.
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Our Lives As Torah
'The purpose of this book is to elevate stories and storytelling in people's esteem, so they will understand their holiness and
appreciate them at their full worth. There are those who enjoy stories and storytelling but in the back of their minds think,
'After all, they're only stories.'

Jewish Tales of Mystic Joy
A collection of stories about miracle workers explores scriptural contexts of each religious tradition and discusses traditions
relating to the Sufi mystics, Hindu and Buddhist saints, Christian hermits, Talmudic wonder-workers, and Muslim ascetics.

Holy Brother
The Essential Jewish Stories contains more than 300 stories selected from every period of Jewish history and from every
Jewish teaching tradition -- narratives, anecdotes, metaphors, analogies, folktales, and fantasies. Every story is elegantly
retold to emphasize its relevance for our times. The Essential Jewish Stories is arranged thematically for easy access. It
includes three indices that make it conveniently simple to find just the right story. Sources are provided for every narrative
and many are accompanied by special notes. Perfect for clergy of all faiths, for teachers, for storytellers, and for parents -for all who wish to initiate discussions of tradition and values with children, friends, and community -- and certainly for
those of us who simply love to share a good story. Second Revised Edition with Preface by Dr. Henry Roubicek, author of So,
What's Your Story? Discovering the Story in You "The Jewish tradition, perhaps more than most others, has relied on the
power of its narratives to maintain the continuity of its peoples at least since the Diaspora. Rossel, in this substantial
anthology, has brought together the stories he has used as a rabbi, drawing from scripture, Midrash, folktale, and literary
sources. Indexed by festivals, characters, and concepts, this is a rich resource. VERDICT For readers and preachers in both
Jewish and Christian traditions." -- LIBRARY JOURNAL "For thousands of years, Jewish scholars have used stories and
legends, Midrash, to interpret and explain core religious texts such as the Torah and the Talmud and to impart values to
their students. Rossel, a Reform rabbi and educator who loves these stories, has collected more than 300 of them for this
book. He has "re-imagined and rewritten" each of the stories to make them accessible to a contemporary audience. He has
also done extensive research to track down the original sources of each tale. The notes and the bibliography at the end of
the book provide these references for interested readers." -- American Library Association, BOOKLIST "Seymour Rossel has
gathered a lifetime's knowledge and study of Jewish stories into one inspiring collection. He draws widely from rabbinic
texts, kabbalistic teachings, and Hasidic tales. His notes and sources greatly assist the reader and enrich the book. This one
belongs in every Jewish library." -- Howard Schwartz, author of Tree of Souls "Rossel presents a rich collection of the
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narratives of Judaism, a religion that tells the truth in narrative form. A whole new generation is invited to join the storytradition." -- Jacob Neusner, author of Judaism: The Basics "For anyone who has ever asked 'what's the story?' Seymour
Rossel's book is a God-send. It is filled with stories from the entire sweep of Jewish history -- tales that will move you to
tears and to laughter. We have needed this deeply rich resource for quite some time." -- Rabbi Jeffrey K. Salkin, author of
Putting God on the Guest List "Through these stories we can understand the Jewish mind at work. This is a book for your
bedside, for the classroom and synagogue, and above all for your soul. It is a book for all Jews, scholars and those beginning
their Jewish journeys, young and old alike, and for those who would come close to the Jewish essence. You will be nourished
for years to come." -- Rabbi Sheldon Zimmerman, author of The Family Prayerbook

Chosen Tales
This book began with Paul Steinberg’s realization that although religions are struggling to meet the needs and trends of our
modern age, spirituality is not. Its contemporary manifestations continue to thrive, and Jews can be found throughout all
varieties of spiritual leadership in America. Facing the fact that, for whatever reason, Jewish leaders simply have not done a
good job of translating the ancient, spiritual wisdom of their beliefs into contemporary language and images that resonate
with mass appeal, Rabbi Steinberg knew that the faith of his fathers was ready for a new spiritual message. And so he has
written it—a message that is both particular to Judaism and uses Jewish language and text as starting points for a view that
is universal enough to include spiritual concepts, terms, and expressions from many other spiritual traditions. Spiritual
Growth: A Contemporary Jewish Approach provides both a language and a set of Jewish spiritual principles that are
accessible and integrated with contemporary life, as well as being deep and authentically real (i.e., not “dumbed down” for
anyone). It is a work that emerged out of Rabbi Steinberg’s own personal experiences, pains, and spiritual journey—the
trials and growth documented in his highly successful book Recovery, the 12 Steps, and Jewish Spirituality. There are not a
lot of works like this. There are books on Jewish scholarship, history, and theology. But books on Jewish spirituality tend
usually to focus on a particular motif, such as the feminine, grief, aging, or Kabbalistic biblical interpretations. Spiritual
Growth: A Contemporary Jewish Approach presents its message through the psycho-spiritual world view of 2018 but without
the language and narrative of a therapist. It is an important contribution to the spiritual-seeking community at large, to Jews
who have become alienated from their faith, and to anyone interested in learning more about what a historically vibrant
spirituality can bring to today’s troubled world.

The Book of Miracles
The renowned biblical scholar, author of The Misunderstood Jew, and general editor for The Jewish Annotated New
Testament interweaves history and spiritual analysis to explore Jesus’ most popular teaching parables, exposing their
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misinterpretations and making them lively and relevant for modern readers. Jesus was a skilled storyteller and perceptive
teacher who used parables from everyday life to effectively convey his message and meaning. Life in first-century Palestine
was very different from our world today, and many traditional interpretations of Jesus’ stories ignore this disparity and have
often allowed anti-Semitism and misogyny to color their perspectives. In this wise, entertaining, and educational book, AmyJill Levine offers a fresh, timely reinterpretation of Jesus’ narratives. In Short Stories by Jesus, she analyzes these “problems
with parables,” taking readers back in time to understand how their original Jewish audience understood them. Levine
reveals the parables’ connections to first-century economic and agricultural life, social customs and morality, Jewish
scriptures and Roman culture. With this revitalized understanding, she interprets these moving stories for the contemporary
reader, showing how the parables are not just about Jesus, but are also about us—and when read rightly, still challenge and
provoke us two thousand years later.

Because God Loves Stories
Jewish Stories of Wisdom
Collects Jewish stories, from ancient tales and classics to contemporary stories and humor

Jewish Stories One Generation Tells Another
Examines the shared concerns of spiritual traditions to reveal the ancient wisdom that underlies all recovery programs

Rabbinic Stories
A collection of essays which present the elements of Jewish spiritual thinking.

Who Stole My Religion?: Revitalizing Judaism and Applying Jewish Values to Help Heal Our
Imperiled Planet
For Jews everywhere, the number 18 resonates deeply: it signifies life, as does every multiple of 18. And the Hebrew word
for life is Chai. In three Times Chai, 54 rabbis introduce us to favorite stories that exemplify for them a Jewish ideal or
principle: a triple helping of life's blessings in one unusual anthology. Here you will find stories that inspire, teach or simply
amuse, each accompanied by a note discussing the lessons that can be drawn from it and why it is a particular rabbi's
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favorite. Perfect for reading aloud or alone, Three Times Chai makes a wonderful gift, a valuable resource for sermons, and
a singular tool for promoting thoughtful conversation in the classroom.

Invisible Lines of Connection
The authors of this volume elucidate the remarkable role played by religion in the shaping and reshaping of narrative forms
in antiquity and late antiquity in a variety of ways. This is particularly evident in ancient Jewish and Christian narrative, but
also in some "pagan" novels such as that of Heliodorus. These essays, from different points of view, illuminate the interplay
between narrative and religion, and show how religious concerns and agendas shaped narrative forms in Judaism and early
Christianity. These compelling and innovative articles are all based on fresh and often groundbreaking research by
outstanding scholars. Contributors: Kathryn Chew, Mark J. Edwards, Erich S. Gruen, Vincent Hunink, Karen L. King, David
Konstan, Lautaro Roig Lanzillotta, Dennis R. MacDonald, Laura Salah Nasrallah, Judith Perkins, Richard I. Pervo, Ilaria
Ramelli, Svetla Slaveva-Griffin, Lawrence M. Wills

In Scripture
This volume has contributions from 68 Jewish storytellers and also includes their favourite stories.

Jewish Spirituality
This is a life, in stories, of Rabbi Israel Baal Shem Tov (1700-1760), the founder of Hasidism. The Baal Shem Tov, or the
Besht, as he is commonly called, led a revival in Judaism that put love and joy at the center of religious life and championed
the piety of the common folk against the rabbinic establishment. He has been recognized as one of the greatest teachers in
Jewish history, and much of what is alive and vibrant in Judaism today, in all denominations, derives from his inspiration.
Abraham Joshua Heschel, who was descended from several illustrious Hasidic dynasties, wrote: "The Baal Shem Tov
brought heaven to earth. He and his disciples, the Hasidim, banished melancholy from the soul and uncovered the ineffable
delight of being a Jew.">

Three Times Chai
Jewish Tales of Mystic Joy reveals the happiness that awaits us if we strive for real spirituality. The stories are about pious
rabbis and humble tailors, about dancing, singing, laughing, and crying, but their common denominator is always joyous
ecstasy. Drawing us into a world of devotion, the tales allow us to taste the bliss that comes from a life lived from the very
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center of one's self. Each story comes alive in joy and produces a "holy shiver" that speaks to the soul.

Hasidic Tales
Bringing to life some of the milestones of the journeys of American Jews, a collage of personal stories traces the paths of
many secular or nominal Jews who have blazed a spiritual trail toward a new understanding of a vibrant modern Judaism.

Three Creation Stories
Jewish Stories of Love and Marriage offers a treasury of tales that speak to the tenderness and passion, difficulties and
blessings of love. Jewish tradition overflows with love stories from the Bible, Talmud, and Midrash. Folktales continue the
tradition, and contemporary writers highlight the way their faith and love interweave and enrich each other. From Adam
and Eve to Song of Songs, from legends of Solomon to the letters of Alfred and Lucie Dreyfus, these are stories of
heartbreak, devotion, and celebration. They tell of how people fall in love and how they grow in love. The narratives are as
old as the Bible and as new as the twenty-first century. They come from places as far-ranging as Yemen and New York. The
relationships are heterosexual and homosexual, arranged and spontaneous, young and mature. Though the stories reflect
the times and places in which they were told, they have a universal message about longing and romance, relationship,
respect, and commitment. Noted storyteller Peninnah Schram and Rabbi Sandy Eisenberg Sasso collect these narratives
and letters for the first time, inviting readers to delve into these stories for entertainment and inspiration, at engagements,
weddings, and anniversaries, to recall what once brought people close and what continues to hold them in love.

Dancing on the Edge of the World
A beautifully illustrated collection of old-world Jewish tales of faith and morality. Jewish Stories of Wisdom is the perfect
antidote to our busy, modern lives. It serves as a daily companion that one can return to again and again for a muchneeded moment of spiritual sustenance. The 34 stories in this uplifting collection can be read in solitude or shared with
others. Among them are "The Poet and the Pirate," "The Language of the Kings," "The Laughter of the Light," "The True
Beauty," and many others. Patrick Fischmann is a writer whose work is to gather stories from around the world for a
multicultural and spiritual awakening. He is the author of dozens of titles including several in the Contes des Sages series
published by Editions du Seuil in France. He is a storyteller, singer, and multi-instrument songwriter. He lives in France.

The Spirituality of Imperfection
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This inspiring collection of stories, compiled by the well-known author, editor and anthologist Rabbi Dov Peretz Elkins,
encourages readers to reflect on the wonder, meaning and purpose of life by tapping into the core values, ethics, beliefs,
history and emotions of life from a Jewish perspective. Chapters tell about:?Simple Goodness?Hope and
Endurance?Continuity and Tradition?Lessons Learned?Light Out of the Holocaust?Great Escapes?Words of the
Wise?Providence?IsraelPersonal and profound, this is a book that will send a chill up the spine, bring a tear to the eye, and
warm the heart?collected by the co-editor of the New York Times best-selling Chicken Soup for the Jewish Soul.

Jewish Stories of Love and Marriage
In the five decades since Richard Schwartz first became a religious Jew, he has watched the mainstream Jewish community
shift more and more to the Right, often abandoning the very values that originally attracted him to Orthodox Judaism. In
this soul-searching book, Schwartz examines the ways in which he believes his religion has been "stolen" by partisan
politics, and offers practical suggestions for how to get Judaism back on track as a faith based on peace and compassion.
Tackling such diverse issues as U.S. politics, Israeli peace issues, the misuse of the Holocaust, antisemitism, U.S. foreign
policy, Islamophobia, socialism, vegetarianism, environmentalism, Schwartz goes where many Jews fear to go -- and
challenges us to re-think current issues in the light of positive Jewish values. (With photos, notes, action ideas, resource
lists, and annotated bibliography. Also includes appendix materials with Rabbi Yonassan Gershom.)

Nurturing Child and Adolescent Spirituality
Stories from the main works of classical rabbinic literature, which were produced by Jewish sages in either Hebrew or
Aramaic, between 200 and 600 C.E.

Chosen Tales
From the biblical story of Ruth to the star conversion of Elizabeth Taylor, Epstein tells the stories of people who have
converted to Judaism throughout history. This book is a resource for people considering the challenging path of conversion
and an illustration of the important role Jewish converts have played in Jewish life through the ages.

The Essential Jewish Stories: God, Torah, Israel & Faith
Applying psychoanalytic and gender theory to selected Biblical narratives from Genesis to the Book of Ruth, Lefkovitz
interprets the Bible’s stories as foundation texts in the development of sexual identities. In Scripture is an exploration of the
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Biblical origins of a series of unstable ideas about the sexes, human sexuality, family roles, and Jewish sexual identities, in
particular, and by extension, changing attitudes towards Jewish men and women.

Teaching about God and Spirituality
Nurturing Child and Adolescent Spirituality: Perspectives from the World's Religious Traditions provides a forum for
prominent religious scholars to examine the state of religious knowledge and theological reflection on spiritual development
in childhood and adolescence. Featuring essays from thinkers representing the world's major religious traditions, the book
introduces new voices, challenges assumptions, raises new questions, and broadens the base of knowledge and investment
in this important domain of life. It specifically and intentionally focuses on theological and philosophical perspectives from
within religious traditions, creating space for the religious traditions to find their voices. Nurturing Child and Adolescent
Spirituality is firmly grounded in the language and priorities of religious studies, and helps stimulate explorations of whether
and how religious communities are tapping their own wisdom and strengths in nurturing today's young people in a complex
and changing world. Nurturing Child and Adolescent Spirituality will set the stage for new waves of scholarship and dialogue
within and across traditions, disciplines, and cultures that will enrich understanding and strengthen how the world's
religious traditions, and others, understand and cultivate the spiritual lives of children and adolescents around the globe.

Jewish Tales of Holy Women
Gifted and highly acclaimed storyteller Peninnah Schram contributes to the ever-growing library of Jewish folklore
collections, thus actively helping to restore the rich treasures of Jewish oral tradition in our contemporary world. The stories
presented in Peninnah Schram's highly anticipated Stories within Stories: From the Jewish Oral Tradition are drawn primarily
from talmudic and midrashic sources, medieval texts, and the Israel Folktale Archives. Each enchanting story-within-a-story
is part of the Jewish oral tradition and continues to enlighten, educate, and entertain audiences as have all of the author's
previous works.

Converts to Judaism
Inspiring, mystical, and often surprising Chassidic tales combine with teachings and favorite Jewish recipes to nourish body
and soul. Stories and food have always been central to Jewish life, and in this book, they are uniquely tied together. Thirtynine Chassidic tales, revolving around food and eating and accompanied by spiritual teachings, delve into the mysteries of
the Kabbalah, the joy of the Chassidim, and the power of religious faith and acts of kindness (mitzvot). Sixty-three recipes
highlight Kosher cooking and the special foods traditionally prepared for Shabbat and the major Jewish holidays, including
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such favorites as knishes, latkes, gefilte fish, brisket, kugel, bagels, and challah bread. Many of the recipes are suitable for
children to learn to cook.

Spiritual Growth
Stories and Essays about Gender and Jewish Spirituality.

Stories within Stories
Breathes new life into classic stories from people who so marvelously combined the mystical and the ordinary. Rabbi Rami
serves as an expert guide to these wise and meaningful stories that can help further your own spiritual awakening.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
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